Heart failure (HF) affects about 5.7 million adults in the United States, and as the population continues to age, this number is expected to grow to more than 8 million by 2030 ([@bibr2-1557988318814295]; [@bibr11-1557988318814295]).The increasing prevalence of HF is alarming as the cost of care for HF patients is high, and this places a significant burden on the health-care system. The total direct medical cost of HF is estimated to be \$20.9 billion, and is expected to more than double by 2030 ([@bibr11-1557988318814295]). A significant portion of these costs is attributable to frequent hospitalizations and readmissions. HF is the leading cause of 30-day readmission among Medicare beneficiaries, and the second most common cause of readmission for all payers combined ([@bibr26-1557988318814295]). According to the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, nearly one in every four HF patients will be readmitted within 30 days contributing more than \$2.7 billion to aggregate hospital costs annually ([@bibr7-1557988318814295]).

Minorities, particularly African Americans or Blacks, are disproportionately affected by HF. The Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) reported that Blacks had a higher incidence of HF than other populations. The annual incidence of HF per 1000 person-years in this study was 4.6 for Blacks compared with 3.5, 2.4, and 1.0 for Hispanic, White, and Chinese Americans, respectively ([@bibr1-1557988318814295]). Not only is the incidence of HF higher for Blacks, but incidences of HF also tend to occur earlier in this population. Racial differences in the prevalence of HF were investigated in the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study. It was reported that HF occurred 20 times more frequently in Blacks than Whites younger than 50 years of age ([@bibr3-1557988318814295]). Additionally, within the African American community, African American males (AAM) tend to be at the highest risk, having both a greater incidence and prevalence of HF at age \>60 years than African American females ([@bibr2-1557988318814295]).

Blacks are at higher risk of readmission than Whites. A 2011 study by Joynt et al. reported that Blacks are up to 20% more likely to be readmitted to the hospital within 30 days after being treated for HF compared to White patients depending on the site of care ([@bibr15-1557988318814295]). Another study investigating the incidence of hospitalization due to acute decompensated HF (ADHF) reported that AAM had the highest annual rate of hospitalization due to ADHF events compared with all other populations ([@bibr4-1557988318814295]). Moreover, Blacks also tend to have poorer outcomes after hospitalization for HF. A Yale University study examining differences between HF outcomes in African Americans and Whites reported that African Americans have a 45% higher risk of either death or functional decline after hospitalization for HF compared to Whites ([@bibr29-1557988318814295]). A similar study conducted in 2008 based on the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) Study patient cohort also reported that African Americans had a statistically greater 5-year mortality rate compared with Caucasians ([@bibr17-1557988318814295]).

It is widely accepted that clinical factors such as left ventricular function, atrial fibrillation, renal dysfunction as well as certain biomarkers such as B type natriuretic peptide (BNP) and troponin have prognostic value in disease progression, severity, and mortality. There is currently no consensus on what factors contribute most toward readmission in AAM with HF ([@bibr32-1557988318814295], [@bibr31-1557988318814295]). It is thought that modifiable risk factors such as hypertension, elevated lipid and blood glucose levels, and smoking may have a more significant impact on HF risk in African Americans than other populations ([@bibr2-1557988318814295]). The high prevalence of these modifiable risk factors in the African American community and their significance toward increased readmission risk affords opportunities for interventions through disease state education, medication management, and counseling.

Several published studies have demonstrated the benefit of pharmacist engagement in HF management ([@bibr5-1557988318814295]; [@bibr22-1557988318814295]). A study conducted by Jack et al. showed that having a clinical pharmacist conduct a follow-up call with patients 2 to 4 days after discharge lowered the rate of hospital utilization compared to those receiving usual care (0.314 vs. 0.451 visits per person per month; [@bibr13-1557988318814295]). In a recent study, the impact of a pharmacist as part of a multidisciplinary team was evaluated in a pharmacist-led intervention to optimize HF medication during hospitalization ([@bibr27-1557988318814295]). In this study, the pharmacist's contribution to the multidisciplinary team included guideline-directed optimization of the patient's medication regimen and providing comments on the appropriateness of prescribed medications. The intervention was associated with an increase in beta-blocker prescriptions and a decrease in medications that should be avoided in HF. Other studies have demonstrated that pharmacists can contribute to improved medication adherence as well as reductions in readmissions, mortality, and length of hospital stay ([@bibr24-1557988318814295]; [@bibr28-1557988318814295]).

Predictive models are tools that can relate a patient's characteristics to the probability of developing some future clinical event ([@bibr12-1557988318814295]; [@bibr16-1557988318814295]). There is currently a great deal of interest in applying such models in health care as an approach to support clinical decision making and improve patient outcomes. Statistical modeling and machine learning are two approaches to predictive modeling, and the choice between these two approaches is largely dependent on the particular application. As opposed to traditional statistical modeling, machine learning requires fewer prior assumptions about the nature of the underlying relationships between variables. This affords machine learning models greater flexibility to capture interactions between patient characteristics that may be contributing toward observed clinical outcomes. This study aims to assess the impact of a pharmacist-led intervention in reducing 30-day readmission rates in AAM with HF. Additionally, machine learning approaches will be used to identify patient characteristics that are predictive of all-cause readmission within 30 days in this patient population.

Methods {#section1-1557988318814295}
=======

Study Design, Population, and Data Collection {#section2-1557988318814295}
---------------------------------------------

Data were collected from AAM patients admitted to WellStar Atlanta Medical Center (WAMC), a major metropolitan academic hospital in Atlanta, Georgia, between May 2012 and December 2015 with a primary or secondary admission diagnosis of HF as defined by the following International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 9th/10th revision codes: 428 and/or I50. Complete details on the study design, intervention, and patient baseline demographics were outlined in our previous publication ([@bibr20-1557988318814295]). Briefly, patients were divided into two groups: a historical control group (*n* = 58) and an intervention group (*n* = 74). Both groups received standard of care for HF and prescribed medications according to the most recent practice guidelines. Standard of care at WAMC meant that all HF patients received a scale, an invitation to attend a cardiovascular educational class, a 72-hr postdischarge call by a nurse, and an attempt to schedule a follow-up appointment with a physician. The standard of care protocol does not include a pharmacist.

In addition to the standard of care, the intervention group received medication reconciliation, medication cost/formulary review, discharge medication counseling, self-monitoring resources (a packet of printed material included fluid/sodium intake log, daily symptom log, daily weight log, a list of patients' current medications, and health-care providers contact information), and 14/30-day postdischarge telephone follow-up by pharmacy staff (see [Supplemental Digital Content](http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/1557988318814295), CHF Telephone Questionnaire). The primary outcome of the study was all-cause readmission within 30 days which was defined as any return hospitalization to an acute care hospital following a prior discharge from the same or another acute care facility within a period of 30 days. Readmission status for the historical control group was determined from the medical records whereas the readmission status for the intervention group was determined either using the medical records or as reported by the patient during the 30-day telephone follow-up. Patients who received the intervention provided written consent, and both the patient and the health-care institution retained a copy of the signature page for their records. This protocol was approved by both WAMC and Mercer University (Protocol: H1105099).

Demographic, social, and clinical data were retrieved from the patients' electronic health record, EPIC (EPIC Systems Corporation, Verona, WI), and analyzed for inclusion in the predictive model. The collected data contained a total of 39 attributes. In preparing the dataset for modeling, several characteristics were manually removed from the dataset due to correlation to other attributes, or lack of adequate distribution of attribute values among the study population. Candidate attributes with missing data were imputed with the class-specific median value. The final dataset contained a total of 29 characteristics common to both the control and intervention groups. The dependent variable was readmission within 30 days encoded as a binary variable.

Statistical Analysis {#section3-1557988318814295}
--------------------

Categorical attributes were summarized by event frequency. Statistical comparison of these attributes between groups was done by relative risk analysis and chi-square tests. Continuous attributes were summarized by median and standard deviation and compared by Mann--Whitney *U* (Wilcoxon rank-sum) test. Statistical significance was defined for a *p* value \< .05 for all analyses.

Statistically relevant differences in baseline attribute distributions between groups were addressed through propensity score matching (PSM). PSM is a statistical technique that attempts to correct for these imbalances in attribute distributions that arise due to the limitations of observational studies and may result in a biased estimate of the intervention's impact on readmission rates. A logistical model was fit assigning patient attributes as covariates to predict the probability of group membership (i.e., control group vs. intervention group). The propensity score (predicted probability of group membership) was then used to match subjects in the intervention group to subjects in the control group with similar attribute distributions. Matching was performed with replacement. Improvement in attribute balance was assessed statistically and visually using diagnostic plots. Impact analysis was performed based on the propensity adjusted dataset.

Predictive Model Development {#section4-1557988318814295}
----------------------------

The dataset was modeled using the machine learning tools available in Scikit-learn version 0.19.1 ([@bibr23-1557988318814295]). Attribute selection was performed before classification to filter nonpredictive attributes from the dataset, and to inform the list of attributes identified as predictive of readmission status. Attribute selection was carried out using either a greedy sequential selection or embedded algorithm. Choice of an algorithm for attribute selection depended on the classifier used for predictive modeling. The following classifiers were explored for predictive modeling: K-nearest neighbor (KNN), randomized K-nearest neighbor (rKNN), support vector machine (SVM), random forest, Lasso regression, and gradient boosting machine (GBM). All models were trained under 10-fold cross-validation using two-third of the dataset as training data. The remaining one-third of the data were included in an external test set to assess the performance of the trained model.

Model accuracy on the test set is one of the most-frequently cited point measures of classifier performance; however, classifier accuracy may provide a biased assessment of classifier performance for datasets with imbalances in the number of patients in each outcome category. A more informative measure of the performance of a binary classifier under these conditions is area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC). This metric is robust to the imbalances in patient outcomes. Model performance was compared based on AUROC on the external validation set.

Results {#section5-1557988318814295}
=======

Baseline Characteristics {#section6-1557988318814295}
------------------------

[Table 1](#table1-1557988318814295){ref-type="table"} presents the distribution of baseline attributes among AAM patients in the intervention and control groups. The median age, length of stay, and BMI of patients in the control group and intervention group were all similar, 60 years versus 58.5 years, 4 days versus 4.5 days, and 32.6 versus 30, respectively. Several attributes were determined to have a statistically significant difference in baseline distribution between groups. Subjects in the intervention group were more likely to have: anemia, arrhythmia, dyslipidemia/coronary artery disease (CAD), and renal disease. Additionally, subjects were also more likely to be on aldosterone antagonists, direct oral anticoagulants (DOAC), calcium channel blockers, and a lipid-lowering agent than subjects assigned to the control group. Subjects in the control group were more likely to have a primary admission diagnosis of HF than subjects in the intervention group.

###### 

Comparison of the Baseline Attribute Distributions Among Subjects in the Control and Intervention Group.

A.

![](10.1177_1557988318814295-table1)

  Categorical attributes              No. of control patients (%)   No. of intervention patients (%)   *p* value             
  ----------------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------------- -------------- ------ ------
  Primary admission diagnosis of HF   52 (89.7)                     35 (47.3)                          *p* \< .001           
  Ejection fraction \<40              33 (56.9)                     32 (43.2)                          .150                  
  Anemia                              6 (10.3)                      26 (35.1)                          .002                  
  Arrhythmia                          6 (10.3)                      29 (39.2)                          *p* \< .001           
  Diabetes                            27 (46.6)                     30 (40.5)                          .610                  
  Dyslipidemia/CAD                    14 (24.1)                     41 (55.4)                          .001                  
  Hypertension                        53 (91.4)                     68 (91.9)                          .830                  
  Obesity                             19 (32.8)                     17 (23.0)                          .290                  
  Pacemaker/ICD                       7 (12.1)                      19 (25.7)                          .084                  
  Heart attack                        5 (8.6)                       12 (16.2)                          .300                  
  Renal disease                       16 (27.6)                     38 (51.4)                          .010                  
  Beta blocker                        53 (91.4)                     70 (94.6)                          .700                  
  ACE inhibitor                       35 (60.3)                     38 (51.4)                          .390                  
  ARB                                 4 (6.9)                       6 (8.11)                           .940                  
  Diuretics                           39 (67.2)                     59 (79.7)                          .150                  
  Digoxin                             5 (8.6)                       5 (6.76)                           .940                  
  Aldosterone antagonist              7 (12.1)                      23 (31.1)                          .017                  
  Nitrates                            16 (27.6)                     30 (40.5)                          .170                  
  Warfarin                            9 (15.5)                      21 (28.4)                          .120                  
  Other anticoagulants                3 (5.2)                       13 (17.6)                          .058                  
  Aspirin                             36 (62.1)                     49 (66.2)                          .760                  
  Lipid lowering agents               24 (41.4)                     55 (74.3)                          *p* \< .0015          
  Calcium channel blockers            8 (13.8)                      24 (32.4)                          .023                  
  Other cardiovascular medications    29 (50.0)                     37 (50.0)                          1.000                 
  Tobacco use                         19 (32.8)                     30 (40.5)                          .470                  
  Alcohol consumption                 37 (34.5)                     23 (31.1)                          .810                  
  Readmission within 30 days          22 (37.9)                     16 (21.6)                          .039                  
  B.                                                                                                                         
  Continuous attributes               Control                       Intervention                       *p* value             
                                      Median                        *SD*                               Median         *SD*   
  Age                                 60.0                          14.93                              58.5           14.1   .773
  Length of stay                      4.00                          2.87                               4.50           7.31   .097
  Body mass index                     32.6                          9.44                               30.0           10.8   .134

*Note*. Baseline distribution of categorical (A) and continuous (B) attributes among subjects in the control and intervention group. Categorical attributes compared through chi-squared test. Continuous attributes compared through Mann--Whitney *U* test. Significance declared for *p* \< .05. Other cardiovascular meds includes hydralazine, amiodarone/other antiarrhythmics, alpha-1 antagonists, and clonidine. CAD = coronary artery disease; ACE = angiotensin-converting enzyme; ICD = implantable cardioverter-defibrillator; ARB = angiotensin receptor blocker; HF = heart failure; *SD* = standard deviation.

Unadjusted Analysis {#section7-1557988318814295}
-------------------

During the study period, a total of 38 subjects were readmitted within 30 days of discharge representing an overall readmission rate of 28.8% for this patient cohort. A comparison of readmission rates between the control and intervention group identifies a significant reduction in all-cause 30-day readmission favoring the intervention group. Of the 38 total readmissions, 22 were in the control group (*n* = 58) and 16 were in the intervention group (*n* = 74) representing a readmission rate of 37.9% and 21.6% control versus intervention, respectively \[RR = 0.57 (0.33--0.98); *p* = .04\].

To further evaluate the impact of the intervention on readmission status subjects in the control and intervention groups were combined into a single dataset, and the two populations were distinguished by a dummy attribute for intervention (0 = control, 1 = intervention). Attribute selection was performed to identify a list of attributes predictive of readmission status and the performance of each classifier was observed on this dataset ([Table 2](#table2-1557988318814295){ref-type="table"}). The KNN classifier outperformed all other classifiers on the combined dataset and was able to classify readmission status in 77.3% patients correctly. The KNN model was also able to achieve modest discrimination between patients predicted to be readmitted versus not readmitted as evidenced by an AUROC of 0.77. The intervention was found to be predictive of readmission status. A relative risk analysis revealed that patients who received the intervention are less likely to be readmitted within 30 days (see [Supplemental Digital Content, Figure S1](http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/1557988318814295).). Other attributes identified as predictive of readmission status by the KNN model were age, anemia, arrhythmia, dyslipidemia, pacemaker, beta-blocker use, nitrate use, aspirin use, and other cardiovascular medication use.

###### 

Classifier Performance on the Combined Control and Intervention Dataset.

![](10.1177_1557988318814295-table2)

  Combined group                                                
  --------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  Accuracy              0.773   0.477   0.545   0.682   0.614   0.614
  AUROC                 0.768   0.469   0.496   0.616   0.589   0.576
  False positive rate   0.214   0.500   0.321   0.143   0.321   0.286
  False negative rate   0.250   0.563   0.688   0.625   0.500   0.563

*Note.* KNN = K-nearest neighbor; rKNN = randomized K-nearest neighbor; AUROC = area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; SVM = support vector machine; GBM = gradient boosting machine.

Adjusted Analysis {#section8-1557988318814295}
-----------------

Due to the imbalanced distribution of baseline patient characteristics among subjects in the intervention and control group, PSM was performed to limit bias in the estimation of the effect size of the intervention. Attributes determined to have a statistically significant difference in baseline distribution between groups, as well as all other clinically relevant characteristics were included as covariates in the PSM adjustment. [Figure 1](#fig1-1557988318814295){ref-type="fig"} presents the difference in propensity score distributions between the control and intervention subjects before and after PSM adjustment. Subjects with extremely high (approximately \>0.9) or low propensity scores (approximately \<0.1) were removed from the dataset. The impact of the PSM adjustment on attribute balance was evaluated through statistical analysis, and no significant difference was observed in attribute distributions between subjects in the matched control and intervention dataset indicating improved attribute balance (see [Supplemental Digital Content, Table S1](http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/1557988318814295)).

![Distribution of propensity scores before (left panel) and after (right panel) trimming the dataset. Light gray region represents overlapping area of propensity scores.](10.1177_1557988318814295-fig1){#fig1-1557988318814295}

[Figure 2](#fig2-1557988318814295){ref-type="fig"} presents the comparison of readmission rates between subjects in the adjusted versus the unadjusted group. A more extreme difference in readmission rates between groups after adjustment by PSM, 42.9% and 11.5% control versus intervention, respectively \[RR = 0.28 (0.09--0.88); *p* = .03\]. Impact analysis was also performed through matching to investigate the heterogeneity in intervention effect between the control and intervention group. The estimated average treatment effect (ATE), or average effect of the treatment, on the total population was −0.165 (95% CI \[--0.593, 0.266\]). The ATE on the treated (ATT) was higher than the ATE on the control (ATC), --0.210 (95% CI \[--0.660, 0.240\]), and −0.123 (95% CI \[--0.624, 0.377\]), respectively.

![Percent readmission in the control and the intervention group for the unadjusted and adjusted analysis. \*Significance at the alpha = .05 level.](10.1177_1557988318814295-fig2){#fig2-1557988318814295}

A predictive model was developed using the KNN classifier on the propensity score matched combined adjusted dataset. The model performed similarly to the model built on the unadjusted dataset. The KNN model was able to correctly classify readmission status in 70.8% of patients with an AUROC of 0.70. The model also had a false positive and false negative rate of 0.333 and 0.273 respectively. The intervention was again found to be predictive of readmission status. A relative risk analysis showed that patients who received the intervention are less likely to be readmitted within 30 days. Other attributes found to be predictive of readmission status were arrhythmias, pacemaker/implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD), smoking, and use of the following medications: angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor, nitrate, DOAC, and lipid-lowering agents. Relative risk analysis of these attributes is presented in [Figure 3](#fig3-1557988318814295){ref-type="fig"}.

![PSM-adjusted readmission risk by attribute. \*Statistical significance at the α = .05 level.](10.1177_1557988318814295-fig3){#fig3-1557988318814295}

Discussion {#section9-1557988318814295}
==========

The impact of pharmacist-led interventions in patients with HF has become a topic of considerable interest to hospitals and health systems seeking to reduce readmission rates in this group. In a 2006 study, Lopez-Cabezas et al. assessed the impact on a multifactorial educational intervention led by pharmacists in patient admitted for HF ([@bibr18-1557988318814295]). Patients assigned to the intervention group received disease state education, drug therapy and diet education, and active telephone follow-up. The authors reported a significant reduction in hospital readmissions at 2 months and 6 months, and trend toward lower readmission rates at 12 months for patients enrolled in the intervention group. A study conducted in 2015 by Jackevicius et al. examined the impact of a pharmacist intervention as part of a multidisciplinary team ([@bibr14-1557988318814295]). The pharmacist's contribution consisted of an assessment of the patient's progress and medication regimen, prevention of drug--drug interactions, renal dose adjustment, and patient education on medication-related adverse effects. This study reported significantly lower all-cause 90-day readmission rates for HF favoring the intervention group. Similar benefits of the pharmacist intervention were observed in the present study (42.9% and 11.5% control versus intervention, respectively) as compared to previously published studies, despite differences in the pharmacist role in the intervention as well as targeted readmission time point. These results suggest that a pharmacist-led intervention including medication regimen optimization, counseling, and follow-up as well as patient education are important to reducing readmission risk in patients with HF.

There have been several attempts over the past two decades to develop predictive models of 30-day readmission in patients with HF using both statistical and machine learning methods. Several researchers have aimed to use large patient databases in conjunction with machine learning techniques to improve predictive accuracy over traditional statistical models. In 2016, Mortazavi et al. developed logistic regression, Poisson regression, GBM, SVM, and random forest models to predict all-cause readmission within 30 days in patients with HF ([@bibr19-1557988318814295]). The study included 236 attributes including socioeconomic, demographic, laboratory results, physical exams, and patient survey information collected from a diverse population of subjects. GBM was determined to be the best performing model with an AUROC of 0.615. In a similar study also conducted in 2016, Yang et al. developed a LASSO, GBM, and an artificial neural network (ANN) model to predict all-cause readmission within 30 days in a population of HF patients ([@bibr33-1557988318814295]). Candidate attributes for their predictive models included patient demographics, admission and discharge information, clinical, disease severity, hospital, and previous admission information. All three models performed similarly with an AUROC of 0.657, 0.663, and 0.662 for the Lasso, GBM, and ANN models, respectively. In comparison, in this study, the KNN model in the unadjusted analysis was able to achieve an AUROC of 0.77. The modest improvement in predictive performance of the KNN model compared to models published in previous studies is likely a reflection of selection bias due to the inherent disadvantages of the observational study design, and the limited population diversity of the dataset. After adjustment by PSM, which was shown to improve attribute balance between the control and intervention group, the results fell in line with previous published studies. The discussion is focused on the adjusted analysis because it is likely to provide a more accurate estimate of the effect of the intervention as it reduces bias due to confounding variables.

Prediction of all-cause readmission is a potentially dubious target as reasons for 30-day readmission vary by subject and are often not directly associated with HF. In a study examining the diagnoses and timing of 30-day readmission after hospitalization for HF, it was observed that only about 35% patients re-hospitalized within 30 days after discharge for HF were readmitted for the same condition ([@bibr6-1557988318814295]). The remaining two-thirds of patients were readmitted due to varying comorbidities. This heterogeneity in readmission profile may partially explain the marginally improved performance of the KNN classifier over other classifiers tested in this study. The KNN classifier works by classifying each observation in the test set by majority vote of the K most similar observations to the training examples. It is possible that patients likely to be readmitted within 30 days are stratified by readmission diagnosis with patients who were readmitted due to HF having similar attributes to each other, but different attributes compared to patients readmitted for renal disease. The KNN model was likely able to identify some of these patterns, classifying the readmission status of a patient based on the similarity to other patients in the dataset.

The heterogeneity in patient readmission profile was also reflected in the analysis on the impact of the pharmacist intervention. Pharmacist intervention was associated with a significant decrease in readmission in the unadjusted analysis. After correcting for selection bias through PSM, the effect of the intervention was strengthened providing further support that this intervention was effective in reducing 30-day readmissions in this population; however, impact analysis revealed that the effect size of the intervention was not consistent across the entire patient population. The ATE is an estimate of the impact of the intervention on 30-day readmission over the entire population (i.e., both the control and intervention groups, had the control group received the intervention). It is the weighted average of the ATC and ATT, which represents the estimated effect of the intervention on the control and intervention group, respectively. All three estimates are expected to be equivalent when: (a) the distribution of known and unknown predictors is balanced between the control and intervention group, and (b) there is no effect measure modification by these attributes ([@bibr30-1557988318814295]). While all three estimates showed the intervention to have a consistent protective impact on readmission, the estimated effect of the intervention on the intervention group was almost twice as large as its effect on the control group had this group received the intervention. This suggests that there may be additional unmeasured attributes that contribute to an increased risk of 30-day readmission. It is possible that these unmeasured attributes could influence the effectiveness of the intervention as well. Predictive modeling found the pharmacist intervention to be predictive of 30-day readmission status in both the adjusted and unadjusted analysis; however, the 95% confidence interval of the effect size estimates suggests that the effect of the intervention varied widely among the population. This observation is likely the result of the intervention impacting some individuals more than others, depending on the patient-specific characteristics and the reason for readmission. In the design of a future intervention, the effectiveness of the intervention may be improved by stratifying patients by risk factors.

Aside from the intervention, several other attributes were found to be predictive of readmission status. Arrhythmia, lipid lowering agents, and other cardiovascular medications (e.g., hydralazine) were associated with decreased risk of readmission, and pacemaker/ICD, ACE inhibitor use, nitrate use, DOAC use, and smoking were associated with increased risk of readmission in relative risk analysis. It is suspected that the association of arrhythmia with decreased readmission might be because patients with an arrhythmia may have increased contact with the health-care system allowing practitioners to intervene early, thereby avoiding preventable readmissions. The increased risk of readmission observed in smokers, patients with pacemakers, and patients using DOACs was expected as smoking is a well-known risk factor for HF exacerbation, pacemakers, and other implantable devices are associated with sicker patients and increase the risk of thromboembolism, and DOAC use is associated with an increased bleeding risk. The association of nitrate use with increased readmission was not surprising as it is well known that the cardiovascular benefits of nitrates such as isosorbide are short-term in monotherapy due to the rapid development of tolerance ([@bibr10-1557988318814295]). Currently, HF guidelines recommend a combination of nitrates with hydralazine due to its ability to attenuate nitrate tolerance ([@bibr32-1557988318814295], [@bibr31-1557988318814295]). This explains why both nitrates and other cardiovascular medications were found to be predictive of readmission status as the interaction of these two attributes is significant. The association of ACE inhibitor use with increased risk of readmission was the most interesting. ACE inhibitors are currently recommended first line in the treatment of Stage C HF with reduced ejection fraction due to the observed morbidity and mortality benefits in several randomized control trials ([@bibr9-1557988318814295]; [@bibr8-1557988318814295]; [@bibr25-1557988318814295]; [@bibr32-1557988318814295], [@bibr31-1557988318814295]). There is much debate over the effectiveness of ACE inhibitors in the African American population; however, data from a 2015 retrospective cohort study conducted by Ogedegbe et al. reported ACE inhibitor therapy to be less effective in Blacks than Whites, and was even associated with poorer cardiovascular outcomes for these patients ([@bibr21-1557988318814295]). Similarly, findings from this current study support this conclusion and add further support to the growing body of evidence against the use of ACE inhibitors in African Americans.

A limitation of this work is the small sample size and relatively homogenous population. This drawback limits generalization of these results to a broader population. A second limitation of this work is that readmission could only be confirmed for patients admitted to hospitals in the Atlanta metro area; thus actual 30-day readmission rates may be higher than observed. Another limitation of this study is the use of historical controls. Historical control subjects are often used to support a comparative conclusion of an intervention's effectiveness, particularly in situations where it is unreasonable or unethical to randomize patients into a true control arm. Inclusion of historical patients, however, poses a significant risk for bias in the estimation of the intervention's effectiveness due to potential variations in prognostic factor distributions, standards of care, diagnostic criteria, and assessment procedures between enrollment periods.

In conclusion, analysis by machine learning showed the pharmacist-led intervention to be predictive of reduced 30-day readmission in AAM with HF. Several patient-specific factors were determined to be predictive of 30-day readmission; however, model performance and results from impact analysis suggest that there are still additional predictors outside the scope of routinely collected patient data such as biomarkers of disease severity or genetic factors that play a significant role in 30-day readmission rates. The design of a future intervention should include these potentially informative attributes, and also take into account the effect of heterogeneity on readmission risk, by stratifying and tailoring interventions to the likely cause of readmission. Future studies are warranted to validate these findings further and to explore whether such an intervention can potentially reduce readmission rates in a broader population of HF patients.
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